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DAVEY HORNE
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“Our next single Rolling Over is
an original song, but it has got
fragments of a well-known Morris
tune. It might prick their ears up
but they won’t necessarily think
it’s a Morris song.
“The girl in our band, Lorna,
does dance around but it’s not
choreographed, it’s just her going
mental.
“People at the gigs dance but
it’s not Morris dancing routines —
it’s more bouncing about having a
good time.”
The group own the official title
of Britain’s Hardest Working Band,
which they earned after a sterling
effort at last year’s festivals.
Dan, 36, recalled: “It was in the
30s — I think it was 35 in total.
“Performing Right Society collect the royalties for live performances and over the year we

Raucous

came top of their list for the
most festival performers, just
above Ed Sheeran and some other
really big names.
“We went to Bestival and did
five gigs there, so it wasn’t just
the number of festivals, it was the
number of shows we did at each
one.”
They are in for another busy

summer, kicking off with a UK
tour — which stops at King Tut’s
in Glasgow on June 4 — then their
second American tour this year.
Dan said: “This one will be our
first venture in Scotland.
“The venue is infamous down
here, so we’re looking forward to
seeing what the audience is like.
“We did a tour of Ireland last
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Mental

“To do that we’re sacrificing
some UK festivals, but we feel as
though we should seize the opportunities that come up.”
The band also release their
debut album Forge & Flagon on
June 11.
Dan added: “We recorded it a
little while ago so it’s good to
finally release it to the world.
“I would call it punk folk
music. It’s a difficult one. Some
of the stuff is raucous and
up-tempo, but then it goes to the
other more melodic end.
“We do the same in our live
shows — we like to go on a journey and cover both elements.
“We recorded it sitting in a circle with our instruments and laid
it down as a band — we wanted
to capture what we do live.
“And we are just loving what
we’re doing right now.”
Q Pre-order the album and get tour
tickets at skinnylister.com

The Greenwich group are giving
the historical English dance a
modern twist.
Lead singer Dan Heptinstall said:
“We’re interested in the music
from a traditional point of view
and taking fragments of it, so we
trying to keep it alive in a pop
way, which no one has really done.
“It probably wouldn’t be that
clear to someone if they knew
nothing about Morris dancing.

GLASGOW boys The
Imagineers are top of
their game.
They’ve been
watched by millions
after being beamed
across America on
Scot Craig
Ferguson’s chat
show.
And they’re doing
plenty of summer
gigs all over
Scotland — kicking
off at The Doghouse
in Dundee on June 2.
Get all the info at:
the-imagineers.com

ONE2HEAR
DAVID BOWIE
doesn’t speak out
often about new
artists.
But the legend has
been singing the
praises of Norwegian
electro diva Karin
Park.
She’s about to
launch in the UK and
plenty is expected.
First up is her
quirky, first single
Restless.
Watch the video
for it now at
karinpark.com

NEW MUSIC

year and they embraced it. So
because of that, I’ve less trepidation about coming up to Scotland,
with the Morris dancing thing
being so English.
“We are also pleasantly surprised by the reaction in America.
“A lot of them mistake us for
an Irish band, but it’s working in
our favour so we’re happy to go
with it.
“We’re on the Warped Tour
over there this summer, which is
42 gigs in 50 days, so we’ll cover
a lot of miles.

WHO: Davey Horne (vocals, guitars,
keys), Billy Kay (bass), Andrew
Douglas (guitars), Lee Burgoyne
(drums), Margret Dignan (vocals),
Jamie Haffey (keys)
WHERE: Falkirk
FOR FANS OF: Al Green, Paolo
Nutini, Miles Kane
JIM SAYS: Davey Horne only
played his first solo shows last
year, but is already attracting
serious interest.
The former Ray Summers
keyboard player possesses the sort
of voice that puts him up there with
Scots legends like Frankie Miller,
Alex Harvey and, if we include him
as a Scot, Rod Stewart.
At just 22, Davey’s mix of soul,
blues and rock belies his age. Classic, timeless songs like Deep Down
and By The End Of The Night pave
the way for a fruitful career.
I first saw him last year at the
Wickerman Festival in Dumfries
and Galloway, and he turned lots of
heads at the Hog The Street event
in Edinburgh’s Princes Street last
November.
His live CV also includes dates
supporting Miles Kane and Scots
favourites Kassidy and he is on the
bill for this year’s T In The Park.
I’m a regular on the panel selecting unsigned acts to play the T
Break Stage at Balado. It gets
pretty heated when we’re down
to the final few acts.
If I was curating
the stage alone,
Davey
Horne
would have been
a dead cert.
Thankfully, I
wasn’t alone in

!

By TOM
CHURCHILL

FOLK stars Skinny Lister are
in a world of their own —
using MORRIS DANCING as
the inspiration for their music.

MINISTRY OF SOUND @
SWG3,
Glasgow,
tomorrow: Clubland’s most
famous brand hits this
amazing warehouse venue
for an epic nine-hour party
celebrating the best in house
music. X-Press 2’s Rocky and
Diesel, pictured, will take to the
turntables alongside local star and
MoS World Tour veteran Rebecca
Vasmant, plus Peter Farley,
Laurence
Nolan,
Raymond
McDonald and Geoff M.
HYP? @ Sub Club, Glasgow,
tonight: London’s Night Slugs
crew are at the top of their game
right now, and three of their
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premier artists hit Scotland
tonight to show off their
cutting-edge sounds. Girl
Unit and Lil Silva hit the
decks while Egyptrixx plays
live. And at the same venue
on Sunday night, eclectic
bash Highlife celebrates its second birthday with Cut Hands,
Auntie Flo and Esa.
JACKHAMMER
@
The
Caves, Edinburgh, tonight:
Classic techno from Dutch veteran
Steve Rachmad, who’s been rocking clubs — and churning out
Detroit-style tracks under his Sterac
alias — since the mid-90s. Wolfjazz, Keyte and Hammy warm up.
MUNGO’S HI FI @ Chambre
69, Glasgow, tonight: Heavyweight vibes from Scotland’s premier dub, reggae and dancehall
crew and their mighty
hand-built sound system. This time they
go head to head with
Leeds’ Iration Steppas to shake the
foundations of this
cool city centre spot.
EVERYTHING
ELSE SUCKS
@ Snafu, Aberdeen, tonight: Liverpool’s much-hyped
rising star Mele
ventures up to the
Granite City to showcase his unique blend of
house, grime and garage.
Still only 19, he’s already
tearing up clubs like a veteran. Don’t miss.
Q Email news and listings to tom.churchill@
the-sun.co.uk
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appreciating what he has to offer.
He told me: “In all honesty, I was
really surprised to get the call.
“We put in our application at the
start of the year and kind of forgot
about it, but we were delighted to
be picked.
“When you look at the panel of
judges and the other acts that were
chosen, you realise what a great
compliment it is.
“It’s a pretty huge platform to
show what we can do.
“Already, we’ve had press and
radio that we’ve never had before,
all because of T Break.
“All we need to do now is
rehearse twice as hard and keep
our fingers crossed that our slot
doesn’t clash with anyone we want
to see!”
I reckon Davey’s performance
will be one of the busiest in the T
Break tent across the whole weekend. It could indeed be the set that
helps take him to a whole new
level, and I can’t wait to see how he
goes down.
He is also booked for the Doune
The Rabbit Hole festival, plus
Solfest in Cumbria and Tramlines in
Sheffield. Scotland’s next big
thing? You bet!
MORE: facebook.com/daveyhorne
Q Jim will be featuring Davey Horrne on In:Demand Uncut — Sunday 7-10pm on Clyde
1, Forth One, Northsound 1, Radio Borders, Tay FM,
West FM &
West Sound
FM.
See indemandscotland.co.uk

WIN tickets to
T IN THE PARK’S bill is crammed
with the world’s biggest bands and
best breakthrough acts, as well as
the freshest new talent from
Scotland’s grassroots music scene.
Each year, T In The Park founding
partner Tennent’s Lager give 16 of
the country’s hottest unsigned acts
the chance to showcase their
material on the T Break Stage.
Tennent’s have been supporting
Scotland’s unsigned talent through T
Break since 1996, and the T Break
2012 line-up is being hailed as the
best yet. Head to facebook.
com/TennentsTBreak to find
out more about the 16 acts

performing on the T Break Stage over
the festival weekend of July 6-8. Get
your T In The Park tickets now at
tinthepark.com and 08444 999 990.
To win a pair of weekend camping
tickets just tell us the name of Tennent’s Lager’s unsigned music initiative. Text MUSIC plus your answer,
name and address to 61192.
Q Texts cost £1 plus standard network rates.
Over-18s only. Competition closes at midnight
tonight. If you text after the closing date/time of this
competition you will not be entered but you may still
be charged. One winner will be selected at
random after the closing date from all correct entries received. Usual Scottish Sun
rules apply. For more updates from The T
Lady visit tinthepark.com. For the facts
about alcohol see drinkaware.co.uk

